
Garamond, Griffo 
And

16th Century Typography

G1501 
Griffo, working with Aldus Manutius creates the first Italic type, 
designed to look like humanist handwriting

1495
Francisco Griffo designs “Bembo”, an old-style roman typeface 

1519 
Johann Froban establishes standards for humanistic printing in 
Switzerland which was then copied in Germany

1523
Claude Garamond develops the typeface “Garamond”, the first 
printing typeface not designed to imitate handwriting

1529 
Geoffroy Tory writes the first treatise on type design and experiments 
with ornaments and ornate lettering styles

1530
Garamond made type available to printers at an affordable price and 

founds the first independent typefoundry

1531
Simon de Colines designs a roman type which resembled Griffo’s work 

1550 
Italics become recognized as a special function typeface

1557 
Robert Granjon creates a cursive typeface to simulate handwriting 

After the invention of the printing press, the 16th Century paved way for many changes and developments 
in typography. Griffo creates roman style type “Bembo”which became a readable and classical typeface. He 
then went on to create the first italic typeface with Aldus Manutius which was designed to look like the 
handwriting of humanist scholars.Manutius wanted type to be smaller in order to fit more words on book 
pages allowing for books to take smaller form and printers to save money.The invention of Italics brought 
forth many variations throughout Europe and ultimately deeming it a special function typeface. Garamond’s 
typeface became the first to not imitate handwriting and was formed based on rigid geometric principles. 
He also made printing more widely available and was the first independent typefounder. Geoffroy Tory 
begins to experiment with ornate and ornamental type, using the human body to guage shapes and designs. 
Many developments and typographic designs were created in the 16th century paving way for the future of 
typography, with many of the classic typefaces still in circulation today. 

1541 
Robert Estienne helps Garamond obtain commissions to cut fonts for the 

King of France 


